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22 Streches to Improve 
Your Flexibility for Pole

Kristy Louise is known for her flexi tricks on and off the pole. If you’ve seen her 
perform you’ll know Kristy Louise can whip out a Rainbow Marchenko one minute 
and a chest stand on the floor the next! 

Kristy’s titles include: NSW amateur champion 2014; Australian Pole Championship 
Amateur 1st runner up 2014, ACT & TAS professional champion 2015, NSW 
Professional 1st runner up 2015, best technique 2015. That’s not to mention Kristy’s 
doubles titles! 

Who better to learn to get bendy with?

In this guide you’ll find Kristy Louise’s top 22 stretches to get you more flexible 
for pole. Kristy’s guide contains upper and lower body stretches, so you can work 
your back flexibility and splits to conquer those bendy pole moves you’ve been 
dreaming of!
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Warming up:

We advise a minimum 10-minute warm up, to increase blood flow to the muscles and 
get the body moving. This could be a dance-based warm-up, some gentle yoga, a 
run, star jumps, whatever you like! Anything that gets your whole body moving, warms 
up your joints and muscles and starts to generate heat in the body.

Cooling down:

At the end of your stretching session, take a few minutes in a neutral position (e.g. 
lying down on your back) to neutralize the spine and let your body absorb the benefits 
of the stretches.

Breathing and relaxation:

Breathe deeply, slowly and evenly through the nose when you stretch. This switches 
the body into parasympathetic (relaxation) mode, allowing your muscles to release 
tension and relax.

Frequency:

The more often you stretch, the more flexible you’ll become. Even with just 1-2 hours 
a week of stretching you will start to see progress. We suggest keeping the number 
of upper and lower body stretches balanced, to prevent injury and achieve the best 
results. We suggest holding each stretch for 5 slow breaths to start with. As you get 
more experienced you can hold each stretch for longer. 

Progress tracking:

Tracking your progress with weekly photos! It’s satisfying to work hard and see the 
rewards! 

ENJOY YOUR JOURNEY TO BENDINESS!

Tips



1. Upper back: Forearms 
on the floor, chest lifted, 
shoulders down and back. 
Top of feet pressing into the 
floor, quads engaged to lift 
the knees off the floor. Draw 
the chest forward using the 
forearms.

2. Middle back: Same 
setup as 1. Walk the hands 
out in front, palms push the 
floor away.

3. Lower back: Same setup 
as 2. Walk the hands in 
toward the body, gently lift 
the body up. Palms push the 
floor away, no compression 
in the lower back. 

This stretching 
sequence is designed 

to take approximately 1 
hour and will work both your 

upper and lower body, to help 
improve your upper/middle 
back, shoulder, hip and leg 

flexibility.

UPPER  
BODY 
STRETCHES

Cobra Sequence. 
A gentle warm up 
sequence to stretch 
the upper, middle 
and lower back



4. Chest lifted and 
forward, looking up 
toward the ceiling, 
shoulders down and back, 
top of feet pressing into the 
floor, quads engaged to lift 
the knees off the floor. Eyes 
looks toward the ceiling. 

7. Butt against the pole. 
Chest lifted and leading 
forward, looking up toward 
the ceiling, shoulders 
down and back. Hands 
walk slowly down the pole 
to increase the stretch.

5. Same as 4. Look back 
toward the lifted feet. 
Hands walk slowly down 
the pole to increase the 
stretch. Aim to bring your 
toes to the pole.

8. Hands stacked. Chest 
comes toward the pole. 
Butt moves away from the 
pole.

6. Kneeling lunge in front 
of the pole. Back foot is 
on the pole. Bring the hips 
toward the floor and reach 
back to hold the pole. 
Chest lifted and forward, 
looking up toward the 
ceiling, shoulders down and 
back. Hands walk slowly 
down the pole. Also targets 
the hip of the back leg. 
Complete on both sides.

ON 
THE 
POLE

Take it up a notch. 
These stretches 
are more intense 
and will increase 
your middle 
and upper back 
flexibility. Use the 
hands on the pole 
to slowly increase 
the intensity.



9. Leaning back on chair, 
with chair back resting 
just under the shoulder 
blades. Let the back arch 
and reach back. Relax the 
shoulders.

12. Same as 11. Push with 
the feet to straighten the 
legs. Shoulders begin to 
lean out over the wrists. Do 
not collapse in the elbows. 
This is an advanced 
variation.

10. Feet under the hips, 
forearms rest on the chair 
back, shoulder width apart. 
Relax the shoulders and 
drop the chest toward the 
floor.

11. Bridge: Advanced 
– If you are unsure of 
this move or have never 
done it before, find an 
experienced spotter. Start 
lying on your back, feet hip 
width apart and hands on 
the floor beside your head. 
Elbows in. On the count of 
3 push with the hands and 
feet at the same time to lift 
the body. Keep the energy 
moving upward.

WITH 
A 
CHAIR

These gentle 
stretches release 
the upper back and 
shoulders.

AdvAnCed 
Take your 

backbends to the 
next level.



13. Both sit bones on the 
floor. Right ankle on the 
outside of the left knee. 
Right hand comes behind 
the body for support. 
Left elbow comes to the 
outside of the right knee. 
Use the elbow pushing 
into the knee to deepen 
the twist. Look out over the 
right shoulder. Repeat on 
the other side.

14. Right hand comes in 
between the shoulder 
blades. Use the left hand 
on the elbow to guide the 
elbow toward the centre 
line of the body. Keep ribs 
tucked in and look straight 
ahead. Repeat on the other 
side.

SEATED

These gentle 
seated stretches 
release the work 
you’ve just done on 
the upper body.



18. Kneeling lunge 
position. Reach backward 
with one or both hands to 
grasp the back foot. Slowly 
bring the back foot toward 
the butt to intensify the 
stretch.

15. Start in plank. Bring 
the left knee toward the 
left wrist and place the 
left ankle down near the 
crotch. Lower the hips 
to the floor. Lie the body 
down on the floor (variation 
1) or bring the body upright 
to intensify the hip stretch. 
Repeat on other side. 

17. Come into a lunge 
position. Engage the butt 
and legs to maintain the 
position. Rest the hands on 
the front knee. Front knee 
is aligned over front ankle.

16. Kneeling lunge on 
pole. Place back foot on 
the pole, bring the hips 
toward the floor and if 
possible bring the body 
upright with hands resting 
on the front knee.

LOWER 
BODY 
STRETCHES

These lower body 
stretches target your 
hips, hamstrings and 
butt to help you get 
those splits.



20. Same setup as 19. Slide the front leg out 
until you have reached your maximum depth. 
The back foot can rest on the floor, or toes can 
be tucked under as shown to help maintain 
square hips. Try to keep both hips facing 
forward for as long as possible. Complete on 
both sides.

19. From kneeling lunge, send the 
butt back to straighten the front 
leg. Bring the body down as close 
to the leg as possible. Complete 
on both sides.

21. Lie on right side with 
right arm folded and 
supporting the head. 
Right ankle crosses over 
left knee. Left knee drops 
toward the floor. Repeat on 
other side. 

22. Right ankle rests on 
left knee. Gently push the 
right knee toward the floor. 
For extra intensity bring 
the body forward to drape 
over the legs.

GENTLE FLOOR STRETCHES

THANK YOU  
- A huge thank you to 

Kristy Louise for taking the 
time to share some of your 

bendy secrets. 
Thanks Dylan Mayer for your 

photografy skills documenting 
these streches. 

Thank you to Chi Chu 
photography cover 

images.
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